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Warm-up questions

• Who has heard of synchrotrons before?
• Have you used synchrotron-based techniques before?



Imaging (imagine?) life in a soil microhabitat: a wish list

SOC

MO

suspension in water lead to a redistribution of OM. Our clay-

sized fraction separation procedure involved mechanical

energy inputs and prolonged agitation in water. One may

suspect a significant redistribution of OM of size < 2 mm
among solid particles during the procedure. This possibility

cannot be ruled out, but we think that it is limited because the

soluble fraction recovered after particle size fractionation is

usually small, e.g. 2–4% of soil C.

We used two methods to quantify clay-bound OM; density

fractionation coupled with elemental analyses and transmis-

sion electron microscopy coupled with image analysis. The

advantage of density fractionation was to permit the quantifi-

cation of organic C contents of the isolates. In theory, the free

OM fraction (! < 1.6 g cm!3) should have an OM content

> 72.9% and thus a C content > 424 mg C g!1 fraction

(assuming a C content of 58% in organic matter), while free

minerals (! > 2.2 g cm!3) should have an OM content

< 21.2% and thus a C content < 123 mg C g!1 fraction

(Figure 1). The free mineral fractions had C contents in line

with those predicted, but not the free organic fractions.

Overall, the C balances were not satisfying. Many studies

have used SMT for density fractionation of whole-soil samples

and a few for clay-sized samples. Several of them do not report

problems with C balances, whereas others report C losses of

2–14% total OC (Golchin, 1994), 12% (Magid et al., 1995),

9–18% (Rovira et al., 1998) and 9% on average (Rovira &

Ramon Vallejo, 2003). When mixing the clay fraction with

SMT, Na probably exchanges with other exchangeable cations

of OM and clay. We hypothesize that Na-saturated particles

disperse and that Na-humic substances are then solubilized
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Figure 6 Clay-bound organic matter observed

with TEM. (a) Microaggregate where clay miner-

als encrust a plant cell wall residue (U, Pb stain-

ing). (b) Bacterial microaggregate (U, Pb

staining). (c) Bacterial microaggregate (Ag stain-

ing of polysaccharides). (d) Organo-mineral par-

ticle. Black dots correspond to Ag grains and

locate polysaccharides. (e) X-ray-EDS elemental

analysis of outlined zone in Figure 4(d), showing

an Ag peak. C, Cu, Au and Cl peaks are partly

or totally due to equipment (e.g. grids or resin)

and not to the sample. (f) Microaggregate where

organic matter is amorphous and located

between stacks of clay platelets. (U, Pb staining).

(g) Detail of (f). (h) X-ray-EDS elemental analy-

sis of outlined zone in Figure 4(g), showing Pb

and U peaks from the OM stains. C, Cu and Cl

peaks are partly or totally due to equipment (e.g.

grids, resin) and not to the sample.
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Minerals

Minerals

q spatial relationship of minerals, microbes, nutirents, 
and organic matter

q organic matter form and residence time
q form and reactivity of minerals and nutrients
q microbial activity and function 
q quantitative, scalable parameters

Plante & Chenu (2006) EJSS



Frontiers in soil microtechniques (1938)

Micropedology

from Kubiena (1938) Principles of Micropedology

picture courtesy: Jay Noller (2009)



Synchrotrons

Permual Vijayan et al. Plant Cell Physiol 2015;pcp.pcv080



European Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

https://www.esrf.fr/UsersAndScience/Links/Synchrotrons

Denmark: ISA (Aarhus).

France: Soleil (Orsay).
ESRF (Grenoble)

Germany:
ANKA (Karlsruhe), BESSY (Berlin), DELTA(D
ortmund), ELSA (Bonn), HASYLAB (Hambu
rg).

Italy: Elettra (Trieste).

Spain: ALBA (Barcelona).

Sweden: MAXIV (Lund).

Switzerland: SLS (PSI) (Villigen).

United Kingdom: Diamond (Didcot).

https://www.esrf.fr/UsersAndScience/Links/Synchrotrons
http://www.isa.au.dk/
http://www.synchrotron-soleil.fr/
http://ankaweb.fzk.de/
http://www.bessy.de/
http://www.delta.tu-dortmund.de/
http://www-elsa.physik.uni-bonn.de/
http://www-hasylab.desy.de/
http://www.elettra.trieste.it/
http://www.cells.es/
https://www.maxiv.lu.se/
https://www.psi.ch/sls/
http://www.diamond.ac.uk/


Synchrotron radiation

High chemical sensitivity and high spatial resolution!



X-Ray Absorption

X-rays (light with wavelength 0.06 . � . 12 Å or energy 1 . E . 200 keV) are
absorbed by all matter through the photo-electric effect:

An x-ray is absorbed by an atom
when the energy of the x-ray is
transferred to a core-level elec-
tron (K , L, or M shell) which is
ejected from the atom.

The atom is left in an excited
state with an empty electronic
level (a core hole). Any excess
energy from the x-ray is given to
the ejected photo-electron.

Newville 2014 

The photoelectric effect



Elements have unique X-ray absorption energies
H 1

hydrogen
14

1.0079 +1

Li 3
lithium

55
5

6.941 +1

Na 11
sodium

1071 1040
64
30
31

22.9898 +1

K 19
potassium

3608 3314 3590
379 360 360
297
295

39.0983 +1

Rb 37
rubidium

15200 13396 14961
2065 1826 1816
1864 1751
1804 1692
112

85.4678 +1

Cs 55
cesium

35985 30973 34982
5714 4711 4643
5359 4619 5279
5012 4285 4932
727 727 741

132.905 +1

Fr 87
francium

101137 86106 97474
18639 14976 14312
17907 14771 17304
15031 12031 14428
3000 2732 2868

223.02 +1

Be 4
beryllium

112 109
8
3
3

9.0122 +2

Mg 12

magnesium
1303 1254 1302

89 88 88
50
49

24.305 +2

Ca 20
calcium

4039 3692 4013
438 413 413
350
346

40.08 +2

Sr 38
strontium

16105 14165 15835
2216 1946 1936
2007 1871
1940 1806
134

87.62 +2

Ba 56
barium

37441 32194 36378
5989 4926 4852
5624 4828 5531
5247 4467 5154
781 781 796

137.33 +2

Ra 88
radium

103922 88478 100130
19237 15445 14747
18484 15236 17848
15444 12339 14808
3105 2806 2949

226.025 +2

Sc 21
scandium

4492 4093 4464
498 470 470
404
399

44.9559 +3

Y 39
yttrium

17038 14958 16739
2373 2074 2062
2156 1998
2080 1924
156

88.9059 +3

La 57
lanthanum

38925 33442 37797
6266 5138 5057
5891 5038 5786
5483 4647 5378
836 836 853

138.906 +3

Ac 89
actinium

106755 90884 102846
19840 15931 15184
19083 15713 18408
15871 12652 15196
3219 2900 3051

227.028 +3

Ti 22
titanium

4966 4512 4933
561 528 528
460 458
454 452

2

47.88 +3, +4

Zr 40
zirconium

17998 15775 17668
2532 2202 2189
2307 2126
2223 2044
179

91.22 +4

Hf 72
hafnium

65351 55790 63244
11271 9164 8906
10739 9023 10519
9561 7899 9341
1662 1646 1700

178.49 +4

V 23
vanadium

5465 4953 5428
627 590 590
520 518
512 510

2

50.9415 +2, +3, +4, +5

Nb 41
niobium

18986 16615 18625
2698 2337 2322
2465 2260
2371 2169
202

92.9064 +4, +5

Ta 73
tantalum

67416 57535 65222
11682 9488 9213
11136 9343 10898
9881 8146 9643
1735 1712 1770

180.948 +5

Cr 24
chromium

5989 5415 5947
696 654 654
584 582
574 572

2

51.996 +2, +3, +6

Mo 42
molybdenum

20000 17480 19606
2866 2472 2454
2625 2394
2520 2292
228

95.94 +3, +4, +6

W 74
tungsten

69525 59318 67244
12100 9819 9525
11544 9672 11288
10207 8398 9951
1809 1775 1838

183.85 +4, +6

Mn 25
manganese

6539 5900 6492
769 722 722
650 648
639 637

2

54.938 +2, +3, +4, +7

Tc 43
technetium

21044 18367 20626
3043 2625 2595
2793 2535
2677 2423
254

97.907 +4, +7

Re 75
rhenium

71676 61141 69309
12527 10160 9845
11959 10010 11685
10535 8652 10261
1883 1840 1906

186.207 +4

Fe 26
iron

7112 6405 7059
845 792 792
720 718
707 705

2

55.847 +2, +3

Ru 44
ruthenium

22117 19279 21656
3224 2763 2741
2967 2683
2838 2558
280

101.07 +3, +4, +6

Os 76
osmium

73871 63000 71414
12968 10511 10176
12385 10354 12092
10871 8911 10578
1960 1907 1978

190.2 +4

Co 27
cobalt

7709 6931 7649
925 865 866
793 790
778 775

3

58.9332 +2, +3

Rh 45
rhodium

23220 20216 22724
3412 2916 2891
3146 2834 3144
3004 2697 3002
307

102.906 +2, +3, +4

Ir 77
iridium

76111 64896 73560
13419 10868 10510
12824 10708 12512
11215 9175 10903
2040 1976 2052

192.22 +3, +4

Ni 28
nickel

8333 7480 8267
1009 942 941
870 866
853 849

4

58.69 +2

Pd 46
palladium

24350 21177 23818
3604 3072 3044
3330 2990 3328
3173 2838 3171
335

106.42 +2, +4

Pt 78
platinum

78395 66831 75750
13880 11235 10853
13273 11071 12941
11564 9442 11232
2122 2048 2128

195.08 +2, +4

Cu 29
copper

8979 8046 8904
1097 1022 1019
952 947
933 928

5

63.546 +1, +2

Ag 47

silver
25514 22163 24941
3806 3233 3202
3524 3150 3520
3351 2983 3347
368

107.868 +1

Au 79
gold

80725 68806 77982
14353 11610 11205
13734 11443 13381
11919 9713 11566
2206 2118 2203

196.967 +1, +3

Zn 30
zinc

9659 8637 9570
1196 1108 1105
1045 1035
1022 1012

10

65.38 +2

Cd 48
cadmium

26711 23173 26093
4018 3400 3365
3727 3315 3715
3538 3133 3526
405

112.41 +2

Hg 80
mercury

83102 70818 80255
14839 11992 11560
14209 11824 13831
12284 9989 11906
2295 2191 2281

200.59 +1, +2

Ga 31
gallium

10367 9251 10267
1299 1199 1196
1143 1125
1116 1098

19

69.72 +3

Al 13
aluminum

1559 1487 1557
118 116 116
73
73

26.9815 +3

B 5
boron

188 183
13
5
5

10.81 +3

In 49
indium

27940 24210 27275
4238 3573 3535
3938 3487 3920
3730 3286 3712
444

114.82 +3

Tl 81
thallium

85530 72872 82573
15347 12390 11931
14698 12213 14292
12658 10269 12252
2389 2267 2363

204.383 +1, +3

C 6
carbon

284 277
18
7
7

12.011 -4, -3, . . . , +2, +3, +4

Si 14
silicon

1839 1740 1837
150 148 148
100
99

28.0855 -4, +4

Ge 32
germanium

11103 9886 10982
1415 1294 1290
1248 1218
1217 1188

29

72.59 -4, +2, +4

Sn 50
tin

29200 25271 28485
4465 3750 3709
4156 3663 4131
3929 3444 3904
485

118.69 -4, +2, +4

Pb 82
lead

88005 74970 84939
15861 12795 12307
15200 12614 14766
13035 10551 12601
2484 2342 2444

207.2 +2, +4

N 7
nitrogen

410 392
37
18
18

14.0067 -3, +3, +5

P 15
phosphorus
2146 2011 2140
189 183 182
136
135

30.9738 -3, +3, +5

As 33
arsenic

11867 10543 11726
1527 1386 1381
1359 1317
1324 1282

42

74.9216 -3, +3, +5

Sb 51
antimony

30491 26359 29725
4698 3932 3885
4380 3843 4347
4132 3604 4099
528 528 538

121.75 -3, +3, +5

Bi 83
bismuth

90526 77107 87349
16388 13211 12692
15711 13023 15247
13419 10839 12955
2580 2418 2526

208.98 +3, +5

O 8
oxygen

543 525
42
18
18

15.9994 -2

S 16
sulfur

2472 2310 2465
231 224 223
164
163

32.06 -2, +2, +4, +6

Se 34
selenium

12658 11224 12497
1652 1491 1486
1474 1419
1434 1379

55

78.96 -2, +2, +4, +6

Te 52
tellurium

31814 27473 30993
4939 4118 4068
4612 4029 4570
4341 3768 4299
573 573 583

127.6 -2, +2, +4, +6

Po 84
polonium

93105 79291 89803
16939 13637 13085
16244 13446 15744
13814 11131 13314
2683 2499 2614

208.982 -2, +2, +4

F 9
fluorine

697 677
45
20
20

18.9984 -1

Cl 17
chlorine

2822 2622 2812
270 260 260
202
200

35.453 -1, +1, +3, +5, +7

Br 35
bromine

13474 11924 13292
1782 1600 1593
1596 1526
1550 1481

69

79.904 -1, +1, +3, +5

I 53
iodine

33169 28612 32294
5188 4313 4257
4852 4221 4801
4557 3938 4506
619 619 631

126.905 -1, +1, +3, +5, +7

At 85
astatine

95730 81516 92304
17493 14067 13485
16785 13876 16252
14214 11427 13681
2787 2577 2699

209.987 -1, +1

Ne 10
neon

870 849
49
22
22

20.179

He 2
helium

25

4.0026

Ar 18
argon

3206 2958 3190
326 311 310
251
248

39.948

Kr 36
krypton

14326 12648 14112
1921 1707 1699
1731 1636
1678 1585

94

83.8

Xe 54
xenon

34561 29775 33620
5453 4512 4451
5107 4418 5038
4786 4110 4717
676 676 689

131.29

Rn 86
radon

98404 83785 94866
18049 14511 13890
17337 14315 16770
14619 11727 14052
2892 2654 2784

222.018

Ce 58
cerium

40443 34720 39256
6548 5361 5274
6164 5262 6055
5723 4839 5614
884 884 902

140.12 +3, +4

Pr 59
praseodymium
41991 36027 40749
6835 5593 5498
6440 5492 6325
5964 5035 5849
929 927 946

140.908 +3, +4

Nd 60
neodymium

43569 37361 42272
7126 5829 5723
6722 5719 6602
6208 5228 6088
980 979 1002

144.24 +3

Pm 61
promethium
45184 38725 43827
7428 6071 5957
7013 5961 6893
6459 5432 6339
1027 1023 1048

144.913 +3

Sm 62
samarium

46834 40118 45414
7737 6317 6196
7312 6201 7183
6716 5633 6587
1083 1078 1106

150.36 +3

Eu 63
europium

48519 41542 47038
8052 6571 6438
7617 6458 7484
6977 5850 6844
1128 1122 1153

151.96 +2, +3

Gd 64
gadolinium

50239 42996 48695
8376 6832 6688
7930 6708 7787
7243 6053 7100
1190 1181 1213

157.25 +3

Tb 65
terbium

51996 44482 50385
8708 7097 6940
8252 6975 8102
7514 6273 7364
1241 1233 1269

158.925 +3, +4

Dy 66

dysprosium
53789 45999 52113
9046 7370 7204
8581 7248 8427
7790 6498 7636
1292 1284 1325

162.5 +3

Ho 67
holmium

55618 47547 53877
9394 7653 7471
8918 7526 8758
8071 6720 7911
1351 1342 1383

164.93 +3

Er 68
erbium

57486 49128 55674
9751 7939 7745
9264 7811 9096
8358 6949 8190
1409 1404 1448

167.26 +3

Tm 69
thulium

59390 50742 57505
10116 8231 8026
9617 8102 9442
8648 7180 8473
1468 1463 1510

168.934 +3

Yb 70
ytterbium

61332 52388 59382
10486 8536 8313
9978 8402 9787
8944 7416 8753
1528 1526 1574

173.04 +3

Lu 71
lutetium

63314 54070 61290
10870 8846 8606
10349 8710 10143
9244 7655 9038
1589 1580 1630

174.967 +3

Th 90
thorium

109651 93351 105605
20472 16426 15642
19693 16202 18981
16300 12968 15588
3332 2990 3149

232.038 +4

Pa 91
protactinium

112601 95868 108427
21105 16931 16104
20314 16703 19571
16733 13291 15990
3442 3071 3240

231.036 +5

U 92
uranium

115606 98440 111303
21757 17454 16575
20948 17220 20170
17166 13614 16388
3552 3164 3340

238.051 +4, +6

Np 93

neptunium
118669 101059 114234
22427 17992 17061
21600 17751 20784
17610 13946 16794
3664 3250 3435

237.048 +3, +4, +5

Pu 94
plutonium

121791 103734 117228
23104 18541 17557
22266 18296 21420
18057 14282 17211
3775 3339 3534

239.052 +3, +4, +5

Am 95
americium

124982 106472 120284
23808 19110 18069
22952 18856 22072
18510 14620 17630
3890 3429 3635

243.061 +3, +4, +5

Cm 96
curium

128241 109271 123403
24526 19688 18589
23651 19427 22735
18970 14961 18054
4009 3525 3740

247.07 +3

Bk 97
berkelium

131556 112121 126580
25256 20280 19118
24371 20018 23416
19435 15308 18480
4127 3616 3842

247.07 +3, +4

Cf 98
californium

134939 115032 129823
26010 20894 19665
25108 20624 24117
19907 15660 18916
4247 3709 3946

251.08 +3

Es 99
einsteinium

Fm 100
fermium

Md 101
mendelevium

No 102
nobelium

Lr 103
lawrencium

X-ray Absorption and Emission Energies of the Elements

Atomic Data and Energies from
W. T. Elam, B. D. Ravel and J. R. Sieber,
Radiation Physics and Chemistry 63, pp 121-128 (2002)

Common oxidation states from wikipedia.org, after
N. N. Greenwood and A. Earnshaw,
Chemistry of the Elements, 2nd ed. (1997).

All energies in eV.
Emission line strengths are approximate, and vary with element.

Symbol Z
name

K edge K↵1 K�1

L1 edge L�3 L�4

L2 edge L�1 L�1

L3 edge L↵1 L�2

M5 edge M↵ M�

Mass oxidation states

Charles G. Barkla

This Periodic Table is freely available at:
http://xafs.org/Databases/XrayTable

Version 2, 26-Mar-2013

K 1s

L1 2s
L2 2p1/2
L3 2p3/2

M1 3s
3p1/2

M3 3p3/2
3d3/2

M5 3d5/2

N1 4s
4p1/2

N3 4p3/2
4d3/2

N5 4d5/2
4f5/2

N7 4f7/2

M↵

M�

Ll

0.003

L↵2

0.09

L↵1

0.80

L�2

0.11

L�1

0.88

L�1

0.09

L�4

0.32

L�3

0.50

L�2

0.08

L�3

0.10

K↵2

0.29

K↵1

0.54

K�3

0.05

K�1

0.09

K�2

0.03

C, N, O, Ca, Cr, Mn, Fe, Al, P, S, Si, Co, Cu, Ni, Co, Zn, As, … have well 
separated absorption energies (or “edges”).



From molecular to ecosystem scales

STXMmap covers a 5 mm ! 5 mm spot (roughly 1 pixel of the microprobe)
in detail suf!cient to observe microbial colonization of defect sites on Fe
(III)-rich particles.

Synchrotron-based studies are advantageous because they require little
sample preparation before measurement. There are, however, several chal-
lenges that have limited the adoption of this technique for soil and environ-
mental samples. First of all, chemical speciation on environmental samples
should ideally be conducted at ambient moisture and gas pressure/compo-
sition, and at dilute concentrations. The current widespread practice of
bulk soft X-ray spectroscopy requires samples to be under vacuum, which
require them to be dry and pulverized. Next, elements in environmental
samples are typically present at concentrations nearing detection limits and
model systems with higher concentrations suffer from saturation effects.

720

Fe L-edge

Field-scale 

Bulk sample speciation
(mm spot size)

Microprobe Imaging
(5 !m spot size)

STXM Imaging
(25 nm spot size)

Speciation-based
Management Decision

Figure 2 Soft X-ray synchrotron techniques are relevant at many scales. Many !eld
samples can be analyzed on bulk beamlines, microscale distribution can be accessed
at microprobe beamlines, and nanoscale distribution and speciation are accessed at
X-ray microscopy beamlines. In this experiment, the bulk Fe L-edge X-ray measure-
ments on the right were performed with a beam roughly 1 mm ! 0.1 mm. The micro-
probe (bottom) shows the distribution of Fe over the same sample at 0.5 mm ! 0.5 mm
total image size with 5 mm resolution. The scanning transmission X-ray microscope
(STXM) image (left) covers a 5 mm ! 5 mm spot (roughly 1 pixel of the microprobe) in
detail suf!cient to observe microbial colonization of defect sites on Fe (III)-rich particles.

6 Adam W. Gillespie et al.
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X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)



X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) 10 Principles of X-Ray Spectroscopy and Microscopy

Figure 2.4: Hypothetical XAFS spectrum to illustrate the approximate spectral regions for NEXAFS (or
XANES) and EXAFS.

Here, fl! is the energy of the incident photon, Ebi nd the binding energy of the electron, m
the electron mass and k its wave vector.

- For high E , ∏e° < di and single scattering dominates, leading to smaller changes in
the absorption spectrum. This defines the EXAFS regime, which yields information
about the bond lengths and coordination numbers.

- For low energies E , ∏e° > di , multiple scattering occurs which defines the NEXAFS
regime.

Typically, the NEXAFS spectral region extends from about 10 eV below to about 40 eV above
an absorption edge, see Fig. 2.4. XANES (x-ray absorption near edge structure) often refers
to the same region as NEXAFS, but sometimes the pre-edge features are not included.
To make things more complicated, some differences in linguistic usage of the terms NEX-
AFS and XANES are also found in the literature, however, they are more trends than rules.
The first difference regards the energy range that is used for the experiments. For ex-
periments with hard x-rays the term XANES is used more often, whereas for soft x-ray
experiments the term NEXAFS is used. Furthermore, if fluorescence or electron yield is
detected XANES is more frequent, whereas for transmission detection NEXAFS is more
common. Another difference is correlated to the background of the author or experimen-
tator. In publications by European authors, NEXAFS is used more frequently used than by
authors from the US. In the following, only the term NEXAFS is used, to prevent confusion.

photon energy (eV)

ab
so

rb
an

ce
 (a

.u
.)
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Here, fl! is the energy of the incident photon, Ebi nd the binding energy of the electron, m
the electron mass and k its wave vector.

- For high E , ∏e° < di and single scattering dominates, leading to smaller changes in
the absorption spectrum. This defines the EXAFS regime, which yields information
about the bond lengths and coordination numbers.

- For low energies E , ∏e° > di , multiple scattering occurs which defines the NEXAFS
regime.

Typically, the NEXAFS spectral region extends from about 10 eV below to about 40 eV above
an absorption edge, see Fig. 2.4. XANES (x-ray absorption near edge structure) often refers
to the same region as NEXAFS, but sometimes the pre-edge features are not included.
To make things more complicated, some differences in linguistic usage of the terms NEX-
AFS and XANES are also found in the literature, however, they are more trends than rules.
The first difference regards the energy range that is used for the experiments. For ex-
periments with hard x-rays the term XANES is used more often, whereas for soft x-ray
experiments the term NEXAFS is used. Furthermore, if fluorescence or electron yield is
detected XANES is more frequent, whereas for transmission detection NEXAFS is more
common. Another difference is correlated to the background of the author or experimen-
tator. In publications by European authors, NEXAFS is used more frequently used than by
authors from the US. In the following, only the term NEXAFS is used, to prevent confusion.
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X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) 10 Principles of X-Ray Spectroscopy and Microscopy

Figure 2.4: Hypothetical XAFS spectrum to illustrate the approximate spectral regions for NEXAFS (or
XANES) and EXAFS.

Here, fl! is the energy of the incident photon, Ebi nd the binding energy of the electron, m
the electron mass and k its wave vector.

- For high E , ∏e° < di and single scattering dominates, leading to smaller changes in
the absorption spectrum. This defines the EXAFS regime, which yields information
about the bond lengths and coordination numbers.

- For low energies E , ∏e° > di , multiple scattering occurs which defines the NEXAFS
regime.

Typically, the NEXAFS spectral region extends from about 10 eV below to about 40 eV above
an absorption edge, see Fig. 2.4. XANES (x-ray absorption near edge structure) often refers
to the same region as NEXAFS, but sometimes the pre-edge features are not included.
To make things more complicated, some differences in linguistic usage of the terms NEX-
AFS and XANES are also found in the literature, however, they are more trends than rules.
The first difference regards the energy range that is used for the experiments. For ex-
periments with hard x-rays the term XANES is used more often, whereas for soft x-ray
experiments the term NEXAFS is used. Furthermore, if fluorescence or electron yield is
detected XANES is more frequent, whereas for transmission detection NEXAFS is more
common. Another difference is correlated to the background of the author or experimen-
tator. In publications by European authors, NEXAFS is used more frequently used than by
authors from the US. In the following, only the term NEXAFS is used, to prevent confusion.
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X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) 10 Principles of X-Ray Spectroscopy and Microscopy

Figure 2.4: Hypothetical XAFS spectrum to illustrate the approximate spectral regions for NEXAFS (or
XANES) and EXAFS.

Here, fl! is the energy of the incident photon, Ebi nd the binding energy of the electron, m
the electron mass and k its wave vector.

- For high E , ∏e° < di and single scattering dominates, leading to smaller changes in
the absorption spectrum. This defines the EXAFS regime, which yields information
about the bond lengths and coordination numbers.

- For low energies E , ∏e° > di , multiple scattering occurs which defines the NEXAFS
regime.

Typically, the NEXAFS spectral region extends from about 10 eV below to about 40 eV above
an absorption edge, see Fig. 2.4. XANES (x-ray absorption near edge structure) often refers
to the same region as NEXAFS, but sometimes the pre-edge features are not included.
To make things more complicated, some differences in linguistic usage of the terms NEX-
AFS and XANES are also found in the literature, however, they are more trends than rules.
The first difference regards the energy range that is used for the experiments. For ex-
periments with hard x-rays the term XANES is used more often, whereas for soft x-ray
experiments the term NEXAFS is used. Furthermore, if fluorescence or electron yield is
detected XANES is more frequent, whereas for transmission detection NEXAFS is more
common. Another difference is correlated to the background of the author or experimen-
tator. In publications by European authors, NEXAFS is used more frequently used than by
authors from the US. In the following, only the term NEXAFS is used, to prevent confusion.
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Part 1: “hard” X-ray regime

392 Kelly, Hesterberg, & Ravel

Because core hole production and consequent relaxation processes are proportional to ab-
sorption, the absorption coefficient can also be derived from the number of fluorescence 
X-rays (If):

f

0

I
x

I
m µ  [2b]

The absorption coefficient (m) is a function of the incident X-ray energy. The prob-
ability for absorption increases sharply when the incident X-ray energy equals the energy 
required to excite an electron to an unoccupied electron orbital. These steps in the absorp-
tion coefficient are termed absorption edges.

Absorption Edges
Figure 14–4 gives an example of an X-ray absorption edge (for NiO). Each element 

has a specific set of absorption edges at the binding energies of its electrons. The absorp-
tion edge shown in Fig. 14–4 is commonly described as the Ni K-edge XAS spectrum 
from NiO.

Figure 14–5 shows energies of K-edges or LIII-edges for the elements given by their 
atomic number (Z). Some elements commonly found in the soil matrices or as contami-
nants have been explicitly noted. The energy of a specific edge increases as the atomic 

Fig. 14–5. X-ray energy for the K-
edge and/or LIII–edge for the ele-
ments designated by atomic num-
ber Z. The K-edge starts at C and 
ends at Xe and the LIII–edge starts 
at Kr and ends at Cf. Many soft 
X-ray beamlines are capable of X-
ray energies from 100 to 5000 eV 
and many hard X-ray beamlines 
are capable of X-ray energies 
from 5000 to 35,000 eV or higher. 
Several elements of interest to 
mineralogist have been explicitly 
noted. The transition metals like 
Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn with 
atomic number (Z) from 25 to 30 
are accessible at most hard X-ray 
beamlines.

Fig. 14–4. The X-ray absorption 
spectrum of NiO with the XANES 
region, EXAFS region, and white 
line noted.
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Fluorescence:  
• The re-filling of the core hole with an electron from a 

higher energy state is detected. 
• The fluorescent X-ray emitted by that electron is 

measured.
• fluorescence signal is proportional to absorption 

coefficient  

X-ray absorption measurements

The X-ray Absorption Coefficient: µ

The intensity of an x-ray beam passing through a material of thickness t is given
by the absorption coefficient µ:

I = I0e
�µt

where I0 is the x-ray intensity hitting the material, and I is the intensity transmit-
ted through the material.

µ depends strongly on x-ray
energy E and atomic num-
ber Z, and on the density ⇢

and Atomic massA:

µ ⇡
⇢Z4

AE3

In addition, µ has sharp Absorption Edges corresponding
to the characteristic core-level energies of the atom.

Transmission:
• Absorption (i.e., absorption coefficient, µ) is 

measured directly by measuring what’s 
transmitted through the samples 

X-ray Fluorescence

When x-rays are absorbed by the photo-electric effect, the excited core-hole will relax
back to a “ground state” of the atom. A higher level core electron drops into the core
hole, and a fluorescent x-ray or Auger electron is emitted.

X-ray Fluorescence: An x-ray with energy =
the difference of the core-levels is emitted.

Auger Effect: An electron is promoted to
the continuum from another core-level.

K↵ : L! K , K� : M ! K .

X-ray fluorescence and Auger emission occur at discrete energies that are character-
istic of the absorbing atom, and can be used to identify the absorbing atom.

X-ray Absorption Measurements

XAS measures the energy dependence of the x-ray absorption coefficient µ(E) at and
above the absorption edge of a selected element. µ(E) can be measured two ways:

Transmission: The absorption is measured directly by measuring what
is transmitted through the sample:

I = I0e
�µ(E)t

µ(E)t = �ln(I/I0)

Fluorescence: The re-filling the deep core hole is detected. Typically
the fluorescent x-ray is measured.

µ(E) / If/I0

X-ray Absorption Measurements

XAS measures the energy dependence of the x-ray absorption coefficient µ(E) at and
above the absorption edge of a selected element. µ(E) can be measured two ways:

Transmission: The absorption is measured directly by measuring what
is transmitted through the sample:

I = I0e
�µ(E)t

µ(E)t = �ln(I/I0)

Fluorescence: The re-filling the deep core hole is detected. Typically
the fluorescent x-ray is measured.

µ(E) / If/I0



Data acquisition

• Collect multiple spectra per sample, 
usually 2-5

• Two modes:
– 1) XANES (quicker)
– 2) EXAFS (slower) 

An XAFS Beamline End Station
A typical XAFS station for Transmission and Fluorescence XAFS:

Slits: To define beam size (just out of the picture).

I0 Ion Chamber: To measure of the incident x-ray intensity

I Ion Chamber: To measure of the transmitted x-ray intensity

Fluorescence Detector: To measure fluorescence signal.

Motorized Sample Stage: To move sample into beam.

Sample Preparation: Diluted Powder

We dilute with a low-Z material (sugar, BN, graphite, B(OH)3, duco ce-
ment, . . . ) so the remaining volume of the sample holder is filled.

The sample and matrix are then ground together in a mortar and pestle
and mixed thoroughly.

Sample Preparation: Diluted Powder

The sample holder is filled with the mixture, and sealed.

Personally, I don’t use this method very often:

• doesn’t select fine particles – a very fine sieve might be needed.
• requires a very well mixed combination of sample and low-Z material (use
color contrast if possible!)

• requires mass calculations and weighing, with mass ratios (mg sample ::
grams matrix) that are difficult to achieve with good precision.

But: the precision doesn’t need to be great. 0.2 < �µt < 2.0 is usually OK, and
I’ve seen some very good data from such samples.



X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES)10 Principles of X-Ray Spectroscopy and Microscopy

Figure 2.4: Hypothetical XAFS spectrum to illustrate the approximate spectral regions for NEXAFS (or
XANES) and EXAFS.

Here, fl! is the energy of the incident photon, Ebi nd the binding energy of the electron, m
the electron mass and k its wave vector.

- For high E , ∏e° < di and single scattering dominates, leading to smaller changes in
the absorption spectrum. This defines the EXAFS regime, which yields information
about the bond lengths and coordination numbers.

- For low energies E , ∏e° > di , multiple scattering occurs which defines the NEXAFS
regime.

Typically, the NEXAFS spectral region extends from about 10 eV below to about 40 eV above
an absorption edge, see Fig. 2.4. XANES (x-ray absorption near edge structure) often refers
to the same region as NEXAFS, but sometimes the pre-edge features are not included.
To make things more complicated, some differences in linguistic usage of the terms NEX-
AFS and XANES are also found in the literature, however, they are more trends than rules.
The first difference regards the energy range that is used for the experiments. For ex-
periments with hard x-rays the term XANES is used more often, whereas for soft x-ray
experiments the term NEXAFS is used. Furthermore, if fluorescence or electron yield is
detected XANES is more frequent, whereas for transmission detection NEXAFS is more
common. Another difference is correlated to the background of the author or experimen-
tator. In publications by European authors, NEXAFS is used more frequently used than by
authors from the US. In the following, only the term NEXAFS is used, to prevent confusion.
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edge position and shape is sensitive to 
• formal valence state
• ligand type, and
• coordination environment. 

If nothing else, XANES can be used to 
fingerprint phases



XANES - ligandsXANES Analysis: Oxidation State

The Normalized XANES from several Fe compounds:

XANES can be used simply as a fingerprint of phases and oxidation state.

XANES Analysis can be as simple as making linear combinations of “known”
spectra to get compositional fraction of these components.

Newville 2014



XANES – oxidation state

CHAPTER 7. XANES INTERPRETATION 40

Figure 7.3: Fe K-edge XANES of Fe metal and several Fe oxides, showing a
clear relationship between edge position and formal valence state. In addition,
the shapes, positions, and intensities of pre-edge peaks can often be correlated
to oxidation state.

Fe(III)Fe(II) Fe(II/III)
Newville 2014



Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)10 Principles of X-Ray Spectroscopy and Microscopy

Figure 2.4: Hypothetical XAFS spectrum to illustrate the approximate spectral regions for NEXAFS (or
XANES) and EXAFS.

Here, fl! is the energy of the incident photon, Ebi nd the binding energy of the electron, m
the electron mass and k its wave vector.

- For high E , ∏e° < di and single scattering dominates, leading to smaller changes in
the absorption spectrum. This defines the EXAFS regime, which yields information
about the bond lengths and coordination numbers.

- For low energies E , ∏e° > di , multiple scattering occurs which defines the NEXAFS
regime.

Typically, the NEXAFS spectral region extends from about 10 eV below to about 40 eV above
an absorption edge, see Fig. 2.4. XANES (x-ray absorption near edge structure) often refers
to the same region as NEXAFS, but sometimes the pre-edge features are not included.
To make things more complicated, some differences in linguistic usage of the terms NEX-
AFS and XANES are also found in the literature, however, they are more trends than rules.
The first difference regards the energy range that is used for the experiments. For ex-
periments with hard x-rays the term XANES is used more often, whereas for soft x-ray
experiments the term NEXAFS is used. Furthermore, if fluorescence or electron yield is
detected XANES is more frequent, whereas for transmission detection NEXAFS is more
common. Another difference is correlated to the background of the author or experimen-
tator. In publications by European authors, NEXAFS is used more frequently used than by
authors from the US. In the following, only the term NEXAFS is used, to prevent confusion.
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post-edge

EXAFS

local structure of element of interest



electron scattering

The EXAFS Equation: simple description

With � ⇠  scatt(0), we can build a
simple model for � from the photo-
electron:

1. leaving the absorbing atom

2. scattering from the neighbor atom

3. returning to the absorbing atom

With spherical wave eikr/kr for the propagating photo-electron, and
a scattering atom at a distance r = R, we get

�(k) =
eikR

kR
[2kf(k)ei�(k)]

eikR

kR
+ C.C.

where the neighboring atom gives the amplitude f(k) and phase-shift
�(k) to the scattered photo-electron.



XANES versus EXAFS

• Larger signal and suitable for low 
concentration samples.

• Easier to crudely interpret, which 
makes it suitable for complex 
environmental systems.  For many 
systems, XANES analysis based on 
linear combination fitting is 
sufficient.  

• However, XANES is still harder to 
fully interpret.  The exact physical 
and chemical interpretation of all 
spectral features is still difficult to 
do accurately, precisely and reliably.  

• Much more detailed structural 
information. 

• Very useful in well-characterized 
and/or simple systems.  Here we 
have sufficient information to 
constrain molecular models to test 
against the data.

• In complex systems, not quite as 
useful.  



Microprobe imaging

STXMmap covers a 5 mm ! 5 mm spot (roughly 1 pixel of the microprobe)
in detail suf!cient to observe microbial colonization of defect sites on Fe
(III)-rich particles.

Synchrotron-based studies are advantageous because they require little
sample preparation before measurement. There are, however, several chal-
lenges that have limited the adoption of this technique for soil and environ-
mental samples. First of all, chemical speciation on environmental samples
should ideally be conducted at ambient moisture and gas pressure/compo-
sition, and at dilute concentrations. The current widespread practice of
bulk soft X-ray spectroscopy requires samples to be under vacuum, which
require them to be dry and pulverized. Next, elements in environmental
samples are typically present at concentrations nearing detection limits and
model systems with higher concentrations suffer from saturation effects.

720

Fe L-edge

Field-scale 

Bulk sample speciation
(mm spot size)

Microprobe Imaging
(5 !m spot size)

STXM Imaging
(25 nm spot size)

Speciation-based
Management Decision

Figure 2 Soft X-ray synchrotron techniques are relevant at many scales. Many !eld
samples can be analyzed on bulk beamlines, microscale distribution can be accessed
at microprobe beamlines, and nanoscale distribution and speciation are accessed at
X-ray microscopy beamlines. In this experiment, the bulk Fe L-edge X-ray measure-
ments on the right were performed with a beam roughly 1 mm ! 0.1 mm. The micro-
probe (bottom) shows the distribution of Fe over the same sample at 0.5 mm ! 0.5 mm
total image size with 5 mm resolution. The scanning transmission X-ray microscope
(STXM) image (left) covers a 5 mm ! 5 mm spot (roughly 1 pixel of the microprobe) in
detail suf!cient to observe microbial colonization of defect sites on Fe (III)-rich particles.

6 Adam W. Gillespie et al.

Bulk XAS
XANES
EXAFS

rhizosphere,
macro-aggregates,

…



X-ray microprobe
da Cunha et al. (2016) Micron 

• Fluorescence
• Resolution:  > 2 x 2 µm
• Sample size: flexible, 3 x 3 cm in one image, can accommodate larger 

samples
• Energy range: 2500-24000 eV



sample preparation

T1-65 ka T2-90 ka T3-137 ka T5-226 ka 

Soils of the Santa Cruz Chronosequence 
 

Mottling in these soils: 
 
Fe concentration and depletion   
 
Abrupt textural change 
 

Depth to Groundwater, m 
T1 2.6
T2 >15
T3 10.9
T4 7.1
T5 6.9

Terrace 2 

Deep roots create rhizosphere soil that is 
not mixed or bioturbated and therefore 
remains after death and decay of the root 

T2, 122 cm T5, 122 cm T3, 125 cm 

A 

B 
Figure S1.  
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X-ray microprobe: XRF mapping

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) 



X-ray microprobe: XRF mapping and µ-XANES
ANRV374-EA37-16 ARI 27 March 2009 15:20
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Figure 3
Example of hard X-ray microprobe mapping coupled with X-ray absorption spectroscopy. X-rays at 7.3 KeV
are focused to a 1 ! 1 micron spot using Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors and rastered across a volcanic glass that
has been colonized by microbial organisms on the seafloor. Full X-ray fluorescence spectra are collected for
each pixel to quantify the amounts of Fe, Ca, Ti, and Mn present. Element-specific maps can be made to
show hot spots of accumulation (e.g., Mn enrichment in a crust of biominerals). X-ray absorption spectra can
then be collected from a specific spot, which can be used to determine the valence state or speciation of the
element of interest (e.g., Fe2+ versus Fe3+ ratios derived from spatially resolved Fe K-edge XANES).
(Previously unpublished data collected at BL 2-3 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory by
Templeton and Knowles.)

photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM) is a unique method for unraveling the initial steps of
mineral nucleation and templating on microbially produced polymers such as polysaccharide-rich
filaments. For example, Chan et al. (2004) used this technique to identify acidic polysaccharide fib-
rils that templated the formation of akaganeite (!-FeOOH) pseudosingle-crystal cores (identified
by TEM) surrounded by ferrihydrite.

The application of STXM to hydrated biofilm samples may prove to be one of the most
important advances in quantitatively imaging complex microbe-mineral associations with high
spatial resolution and chemical sensitivity. Gilbert et al. (1999) provided one of the first intriguing
tests of soft X-ray microscopy to image the initial formation of Ps. putida DMP-1 biofilms, but
suggested that the method could be used only on immature biofilms <10 microns thick, similar

378 Templeton · Knowles
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X-ray microprobe: multi-energy maps

Mapping Energies:

11870.0 As-Sulfides
11872.0 As(III) 
11875.0 As(V) 
11880.0 total



X-ray microprobe: XANES/EXAFS 
microspectroscopy

McNear et al. (2005) ES&T



From molecular to ecosystem scales

STXMmap covers a 5 mm ! 5 mm spot (roughly 1 pixel of the microprobe)
in detail suf!cient to observe microbial colonization of defect sites on Fe
(III)-rich particles.

Synchrotron-based studies are advantageous because they require little
sample preparation before measurement. There are, however, several chal-
lenges that have limited the adoption of this technique for soil and environ-
mental samples. First of all, chemical speciation on environmental samples
should ideally be conducted at ambient moisture and gas pressure/compo-
sition, and at dilute concentrations. The current widespread practice of
bulk soft X-ray spectroscopy requires samples to be under vacuum, which
require them to be dry and pulverized. Next, elements in environmental
samples are typically present at concentrations nearing detection limits and
model systems with higher concentrations suffer from saturation effects.

720

Fe L-edge

Field-scale 

Bulk sample speciation
(mm spot size)

Microprobe Imaging
(5 !m spot size)

STXM Imaging
(25 nm spot size)

Speciation-based
Management Decision

Figure 2 Soft X-ray synchrotron techniques are relevant at many scales. Many !eld
samples can be analyzed on bulk beamlines, microscale distribution can be accessed
at microprobe beamlines, and nanoscale distribution and speciation are accessed at
X-ray microscopy beamlines. In this experiment, the bulk Fe L-edge X-ray measure-
ments on the right were performed with a beam roughly 1 mm ! 0.1 mm. The micro-
probe (bottom) shows the distribution of Fe over the same sample at 0.5 mm ! 0.5 mm
total image size with 5 mm resolution. The scanning transmission X-ray microscope
(STXM) image (left) covers a 5 mm ! 5 mm spot (roughly 1 pixel of the microprobe) in
detail suf!cient to observe microbial colonization of defect sites on Fe (III)-rich particles.

6 Adam W. Gillespie et al.

Bulk XAS
XANES
EXAFS

X-ray microprobe
XRF/XAS

Bulk XAS spectroscopy and X-ray microprobe imaging is particularly 
suitable for metals, minerals, and contaminants! 



Questions so far?



Part 2: The “soft” X-ray regime

392 Kelly, Hesterberg, & Ravel

Because core hole production and consequent relaxation processes are proportional to ab-
sorption, the absorption coefficient can also be derived from the number of fluorescence 
X-rays (If):

f

0

I
x

I
m µ  [2b]

The absorption coefficient (m) is a function of the incident X-ray energy. The prob-
ability for absorption increases sharply when the incident X-ray energy equals the energy 
required to excite an electron to an unoccupied electron orbital. These steps in the absorp-
tion coefficient are termed absorption edges.

Absorption Edges
Figure 14–4 gives an example of an X-ray absorption edge (for NiO). Each element 

has a specific set of absorption edges at the binding energies of its electrons. The absorp-
tion edge shown in Fig. 14–4 is commonly described as the Ni K-edge XAS spectrum 
from NiO.

Figure 14–5 shows energies of K-edges or LIII-edges for the elements given by their 
atomic number (Z). Some elements commonly found in the soil matrices or as contami-
nants have been explicitly noted. The energy of a specific edge increases as the atomic 

Fig. 14–5. X-ray energy for the K-
edge and/or LIII–edge for the ele-
ments designated by atomic num-
ber Z. The K-edge starts at C and 
ends at Xe and the LIII–edge starts 
at Kr and ends at Cf. Many soft 
X-ray beamlines are capable of X-
ray energies from 100 to 5000 eV 
and many hard X-ray beamlines 
are capable of X-ray energies 
from 5000 to 35,000 eV or higher. 
Several elements of interest to 
mineralogist have been explicitly 
noted. The transition metals like 
Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn with 
atomic number (Z) from 25 to 30 
are accessible at most hard X-ray 
beamlines.

Fig. 14–4. The X-ray absorption 
spectrum of NiO with the XANES 
region, EXAFS region, and white 
line noted.
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Fe
SSS?

How about lighter elements? 



Near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS)

• NEXAFS is the soft X-ray analogue to XANES

• EXAFS of light elements is not useful 

Gillespie et al. (2015) AiA



10 Principles of X-Ray Spectroscopy and Microscopy

Figure 2.4: Hypothetical XAFS spectrum to illustrate the approximate spectral regions for NEXAFS (or
XANES) and EXAFS.

Here, fl! is the energy of the incident photon, Ebi nd the binding energy of the electron, m
the electron mass and k its wave vector.

- For high E , ∏e° < di and single scattering dominates, leading to smaller changes in
the absorption spectrum. This defines the EXAFS regime, which yields information
about the bond lengths and coordination numbers.

- For low energies E , ∏e° > di , multiple scattering occurs which defines the NEXAFS
regime.

Typically, the NEXAFS spectral region extends from about 10 eV below to about 40 eV above
an absorption edge, see Fig. 2.4. XANES (x-ray absorption near edge structure) often refers
to the same region as NEXAFS, but sometimes the pre-edge features are not included.
To make things more complicated, some differences in linguistic usage of the terms NEX-
AFS and XANES are also found in the literature, however, they are more trends than rules.
The first difference regards the energy range that is used for the experiments. For ex-
periments with hard x-rays the term XANES is used more often, whereas for soft x-ray
experiments the term NEXAFS is used. Furthermore, if fluorescence or electron yield is
detected XANES is more frequent, whereas for transmission detection NEXAFS is more
common. Another difference is correlated to the background of the author or experimen-
tator. In publications by European authors, NEXAFS is used more frequently used than by
authors from the US. In the following, only the term NEXAFS is used, to prevent confusion.
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NEXAFS region

Near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) 

• functional group chemistry (C, N, O, P,…)
• oxidation state (Cr, Mn, Fe, …)
• coordination environment (Al, Si, etc.)



NEXAFS comes in many shapes
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Figure 17.7. Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, and sulfur near-edge fine structure of a 
standard humic substance obtained from the Suwannee River (IHSS) measured by fluores-
cence (carbon and oxygen, mounted on indium; phosphorus and sulfur, mounted in mylar 
bags) or by total electron yield (nitrogen, mounted on indium). Carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen 
measured using total electron yield with a dwell time of 200 msec and an exit slit of 50 µm, 
Canadian Light Source SGM beamline 11-ID.1. Phosphorus and sulfur measured by fluores-
cence yield at beamline X15B at the National Synchrotron Light Source (see Solomon et al. 
(2003) and Sato et al. (2005) for information on experimental details).
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Sample material is then drop-coated onto the wafers by dissolving or slur-
rying in water, placing 8e10 mL of the mixture on the wafer, and allowing
to dry (Figure 9).

The incident !ux of X-ray photons on a sample is modulated by C
contamination of the beamline optics. This C contamination, which arises
due to the beam-induced adsorption of residual hydrocarbon gases in the
beamline vacuum, will therefore introduce its own structure into the mea-
surement (Figure 10). Ideally, the adventitious carbon would be removed

Figure 9 Sample preparation procedure for measurement at the C K-edge. Soil is
weighed into microcentrifuge tube, slurried in water, and evaporated onto a carbon-
free substrate. On site preparation of gold-coated silica is a suitable substrate for this
measurement.

Figure 10 Lineshape of the incident beamline !ux across the C K-edge. Measurement
is of light scattered by an Au-coated silicon wafer and a silicon drift detector.

Advances in Using Soft X-Ray Spectroscopy for Measurement of Soil Biogeochemical Processes 17
NEXAFS: Sample preparation

Gillespie et al. (2015) AiA



NEXAFS: the endstation

Main difference to hard X-ray endstations = sample 
chamber is under high vacuum



Data acquisition

• Beam moves to avoid radiation damage
• average 30-60 individual scans
• 1 min/spectrum = 30-60 min/sample
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NEXAFS of model compounds
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Figure 17.6. Experimental C (1 s) NEXAFS spectra of reference organic C compounds using 
STXM (D. Solomon et al., unpublished data 2007). Energy levels are indicated above major 
peaks. Measurements were made at beamline X1A1 of the National Synchrotron Light 
Source, by adding dissolved standards to 100 nm thick silicon nitride windows, defocusing the 
beam to 10 µm, and moving the grating from 280 to 310 eV on a single spot with a 0.1 eV 
energy step and 120 msec dwell time. The monochromator was calibrated using the CO2 
adsorption band at 290.74 eV.
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Fig. 5 Allocation of normalized near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectra to three typical signal patterns. For

each of the three types of spectra identified, we show an overlay of all normalized spectra considered to belong to this type, the

average spectrum (obtained by averaging the n values for each energy value, with n 5 number of spectra) and the derived general

spectral type. (a, d, g) Type 1 spectra; (b, e, h) Type 2 spectra; (c, f, i) Type 3 spectra.

Table 5 Relative proportions of organic functional groups identified by C 1s NEXAFS spectroscopy in 2.3–2.6 kg L!1 density
fractions, sorted for (a) spectrum type as assigned in Fig. 5 and (b) soil type

Aromatic Phenolic Aliphatic
Amide and
carboxyl O-alkyl Carbonyl Aromaticity*

O-alkyl/
aromatic Cw

Photon energy (eV) 284–285.5 286.5–287.2 287.1–287.8 288.0–288.8 289.5 eV 290.0–290.5
(a) Spectral type (% composition)

Type 1 (n 5 10) 17 (4) 12 (2) 16 (2) 22 (2) 20 (2) 12 (3) 0.77 1.19
Type 2 (n 5 6) 14 (3) 18 (1) 15 (2) 24 (3) 20 (1) 9 (1) 0.58 1.41
Type 3 (n 5 7) 12 (1) 10 (3) 17 (2) 26 (2) 21 (1) 13 (1) 0.47 1.73

(b) Soil type (% composition)
Oxisol (n 5 8) 17 (4) 14 (3) 16 (1) 22 (2) 20 (2) 11 (3) 0.76 1.16
Alfisol (n 5 9) 14 (3) 13 (5) 16 (2) 24 (3) 21 (2) 12 (3) 0.59 1.47
Inceptisol (n 5 6) 13 (1) 13 (3) 16 (2) 25 (2) 21 (1) 12 (3) 0.52 1.60

Numbers are mean values with standard deviation in brackets.
*Aromaticity 5 (aromatic)/(amide and carboxyl).
wO-alkyl/aromatic C 5 (O-alkyl)/(aromatic).

S L O W T U R N O V E R O F L A B I L E S O I L O R G A N I C M AT T E R 1105

r 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Global Change Biology, 17, 1097–1107

Kleber et al. (2011) GCB

Mineral-associated 
carbon

accessible to decomposers. This may suggest that mineral–organic
associations efficiently protect litter-derived N from microbial
activity.

The patterns of tracer distribution did not vary much between
the Ebrach and Fougères sites, 12 and 8 years after litter applica-
tion, respectively, although they are different soils with contrasted
structures, bedrock and OM composition, developed under differ-
ent climatic conditions. This suggests that litter-derived N follows
the same pathways in two different European forested sites. We
can therefore expect that the pathways of litter-derived N, which
we observed in our soils, may be generalized for temperate soils
that evolved under a similar weathering regime. As the duration
of the experiment was longer at Ebrach than at Fougères, and as lit-
ter-derived N mean residence time is shorter at Ebrach than at Fou-
gères (2.78 years versus 3.45 years) (Zeller et al., 2000; d’Annunzio
et al., 2008), we expected the decomposition of the labeled litter to
be at a less advanced stage at Fougères than at Ebrach. The com-
parison of the indicators of litter-derived N retention (Eq. (2),
Fig. 4), which allows for a more direct account of the tracer
distribution, reveals slight differences. Aggregates of high density
(2.0–2.4 g/cm3) isolated at Fougères were depleted in 15N tracer
compared to what was observed at Ebrach. This further supports
the assumption that the extent of OM decay is a major factor con-
trolling interaction between OM and minerals into aggregated
structures.

Finally, the present study demonstrated time lags for the trans-
fer of litter-derived N from organic to mineral layers of the soil
(vertical delays, Fig. 1) and from plant debris to mineral–organic
associations (horizontal delays, Fig. 4). These time lags could ex-

plain the delayed responses previously observed in ecological pro-
cesses (Dörr et al., 2010). Moreover, litter-derived N cannot come
in contact with occluded surfaces, which induces a spatial hetero-
geneity of litter-derived N localization through soil microstruc-
tures. Time lags and spatial heterogeneity prevent the accurate
calculation of mean residence times of litter-derived N in density
fractions (Derrien and Amelung, 2011).

4.3. Conceptual model of OM and N flow through soil mineral–organic
associations

Soil is a structured natural body where organic and mineral
phases are intimately associated in dynamic aggregates of various
sizes, forming an interconnected fabric (Fig. 5). Any attempt to de-
scribe the flux of N or C from surface litters into the mineral soil
must therefore account for the fact that decomposing OM will con-
tinuously be incorporated into and released from dynamic min-
eral–organic associations, especially in the biologically active
topsoil. We propose here a conceptual model describing the time
dependent dynamics of litter-derived N incorporation into the
structural elements of mineral soil. We postulate that physico-
chemical properties of mineral–organic associations isolated by
density fractionation explain the dynamics of litter-derived N
through the density sequence.

4.3.1. Determinants for initial interaction of litter-derived components
with mineral particles

When litter decays over time and is increasingly processed by
decomposers, litter-derived components become associated with

Minerals

Organic matter
Quantity

Quality

Aggregate properties

Traces of
diverse minerals

Phyllosilicates Felsic Mafic & 
Oxides

Plant debris

Micro-organisms

Phyllosilicates

Mafic minerals (mainly magnesium and iron)

Felsic minerals (mainly feldspar and silica)

Aggregated structures

Limit of the soil porosity

Caption:The soil matrix

Porosity & size
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Plant soluble

Microbe-like

Compartments of soil

Plant debris Aggregates Single Mineral Grains

density 1.65 g.cm-3 density 2.4 g.cm-3

artificially isolated 
by sequential density 

fractionation

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Fig. 5. Conceptual model relating properties of mineral–organic associations to their density and illustrating how these properties control the distribution of 15N tracer
derived from a leaf litter in the various associations a decade after application. (1) Plant fragments enter the soil as plant debris that are progressively decomposed and
incorporated into aggregates. The aggregate compartment contains an illustration of change in density induced by transformation of the OM entrapped in the aggregate over
time. (2) During decomposition the mineralization and transformation of the occluded plant material into microbial metabolites eventually causes the disintegration of the
low density aggregate. (3) The released smaller aggregates are tight associations between microbial OM and mineral particles. They consequently exhibit a higher proportion
of mineral materials and a lower proportion of pores, which progressively elevates the density of the resulting microaggregate compared to the source aggregate. (4) Single
mineral grains with little OM attached composed the densest fractions. Felsic minerals are coated with microbial OM; mafic primary minerals and pedogenic oxides adsorb
OM independently of their plant or microbial origin via their hydroxylated surfaces. Felsic is a term used to refer to silicate minerals enriched in the lighter elements such as
oxygen, aluminium, sodium and potassium; mafic is an adjective describing silicate minerals enriched in magnesium and iron.
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Peak deconvolution
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discrete radii indexed by a principal quantum number n = 1,2,3 …, and discrete 
binding energies for single-electron atoms of En = !E0Z2/n2, where Z is the atomic 
number and E0 = 13.6 eV (see Figure 17.1). When the energy of incident photons is 
increased to match the binding energy of an electron, the photon absorption prob-
ability suddenly increases in what is called an X-ray absorption edge (step function 
in Figure 17.2, which is at about 290 eV for carbon), so that the electron is completely 
removed from the atom in an ionization event (absorption edges are also labeled 

Figure 17.1. Atom in the Bohr model. The electrons surround the nucleus. An incoming 
photon can lift an electron to a not fully occupied, higher orbital or remove it entirely from 
the atom.
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Figure 17.2. Carbon NEXAFS spectrum of NOM from the Suwannee River (IHSS standard 
humic acid mounted on indium foil; total electron yield using a dwell time of 200 msec and 
an exit slit of 50 µm, calibrated to CO at 287.38 eV, Canadian Light Source SGM beamline 
11-ID.1) to show pre-edge features and the so-called “edge”. The spectrum is deconvoluted 
using a series of Gaussian curves (G) at energy positions of known transitions, along with a 
step function at the edge as described by Solomon et al. (2005).
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Fig. 5 Allocation of normalized near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectra to three typical signal patterns. For

each of the three types of spectra identified, we show an overlay of all normalized spectra considered to belong to this type, the

average spectrum (obtained by averaging the n values for each energy value, with n 5 number of spectra) and the derived general

spectral type. (a, d, g) Type 1 spectra; (b, e, h) Type 2 spectra; (c, f, i) Type 3 spectra.

Table 5 Relative proportions of organic functional groups identified by C 1s NEXAFS spectroscopy in 2.3–2.6 kg L!1 density
fractions, sorted for (a) spectrum type as assigned in Fig. 5 and (b) soil type

Aromatic Phenolic Aliphatic
Amide and
carboxyl O-alkyl Carbonyl Aromaticity*

O-alkyl/
aromatic Cw

Photon energy (eV) 284–285.5 286.5–287.2 287.1–287.8 288.0–288.8 289.5 eV 290.0–290.5
(a) Spectral type (% composition)

Type 1 (n 5 10) 17 (4) 12 (2) 16 (2) 22 (2) 20 (2) 12 (3) 0.77 1.19
Type 2 (n 5 6) 14 (3) 18 (1) 15 (2) 24 (3) 20 (1) 9 (1) 0.58 1.41
Type 3 (n 5 7) 12 (1) 10 (3) 17 (2) 26 (2) 21 (1) 13 (1) 0.47 1.73

(b) Soil type (% composition)
Oxisol (n 5 8) 17 (4) 14 (3) 16 (1) 22 (2) 20 (2) 11 (3) 0.76 1.16
Alfisol (n 5 9) 14 (3) 13 (5) 16 (2) 24 (3) 21 (2) 12 (3) 0.59 1.47
Inceptisol (n 5 6) 13 (1) 13 (3) 16 (2) 25 (2) 21 (1) 12 (3) 0.52 1.60

Numbers are mean values with standard deviation in brackets.
*Aromaticity 5 (aromatic)/(amide and carboxyl).
wO-alkyl/aromatic C 5 (O-alkyl)/(aromatic).

S L O W T U R N O V E R O F L A B I L E S O I L O R G A N I C M AT T E R 1105

r 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Global Change Biology, 17, 1097–1107

Kleber et al. (2011) GCB



Any other questions?



From molecular to ecosystem scales

STXMmap covers a 5 mm ! 5 mm spot (roughly 1 pixel of the microprobe)
in detail suf!cient to observe microbial colonization of defect sites on Fe
(III)-rich particles.

Synchrotron-based studies are advantageous because they require little
sample preparation before measurement. There are, however, several chal-
lenges that have limited the adoption of this technique for soil and environ-
mental samples. First of all, chemical speciation on environmental samples
should ideally be conducted at ambient moisture and gas pressure/compo-
sition, and at dilute concentrations. The current widespread practice of
bulk soft X-ray spectroscopy requires samples to be under vacuum, which
require them to be dry and pulverized. Next, elements in environmental
samples are typically present at concentrations nearing detection limits and
model systems with higher concentrations suffer from saturation effects.
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Figure 2 Soft X-ray synchrotron techniques are relevant at many scales. Many !eld
samples can be analyzed on bulk beamlines, microscale distribution can be accessed
at microprobe beamlines, and nanoscale distribution and speciation are accessed at
X-ray microscopy beamlines. In this experiment, the bulk Fe L-edge X-ray measure-
ments on the right were performed with a beam roughly 1 mm ! 0.1 mm. The micro-
probe (bottom) shows the distribution of Fe over the same sample at 0.5 mm ! 0.5 mm
total image size with 5 mm resolution. The scanning transmission X-ray microscope
(STXM) image (left) covers a 5 mm ! 5 mm spot (roughly 1 pixel of the microprobe) in
detail suf!cient to observe microbial colonization of defect sites on Fe (III)-rich particles.
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Scanning Transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM)

STXMmap covers a 5 mm ! 5 mm spot (roughly 1 pixel of the microprobe)
in detail suf!cient to observe microbial colonization of defect sites on Fe
(III)-rich particles.

Synchrotron-based studies are advantageous because they require little
sample preparation before measurement. There are, however, several chal-
lenges that have limited the adoption of this technique for soil and environ-
mental samples. First of all, chemical speciation on environmental samples
should ideally be conducted at ambient moisture and gas pressure/compo-
sition, and at dilute concentrations. The current widespread practice of
bulk soft X-ray spectroscopy requires samples to be under vacuum, which
require them to be dry and pulverized. Next, elements in environmental
samples are typically present at concentrations nearing detection limits and
model systems with higher concentrations suffer from saturation effects.
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Figure 2 Soft X-ray synchrotron techniques are relevant at many scales. Many !eld
samples can be analyzed on bulk beamlines, microscale distribution can be accessed
at microprobe beamlines, and nanoscale distribution and speciation are accessed at
X-ray microscopy beamlines. In this experiment, the bulk Fe L-edge X-ray measure-
ments on the right were performed with a beam roughly 1 mm ! 0.1 mm. The micro-
probe (bottom) shows the distribution of Fe over the same sample at 0.5 mm ! 0.5 mm
total image size with 5 mm resolution. The scanning transmission X-ray microscope
(STXM) image (left) covers a 5 mm ! 5 mm spot (roughly 1 pixel of the microprobe) in
detail suf!cient to observe microbial colonization of defect sites on Fe (III)-rich particles.

6 Adam W. Gillespie et al.
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Scanning transmission X-ray microscope

• Transmission
• Resolution: 20-50 nm 
• Sample thickness: < 1 um
• Regions of interest: 1 to 1000 

µm2
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STXM + NEXAFS = Spectromicroscopy
En

er
gy

500 nm

• energy maps (10 min for 10 x 10 µm2 ROI)
• 60-120 energy maps = 1 stack
• 1 min/energy map for 10 x 10 µm2 ROI  = 1-2 

hr/stack
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Sample preparation

• dry deposition: dusting soil particles on SiN window
• wet deposition: drop depositing soil suspensions
• wet-cell: enclosing aqueous sample in between two 

windows (for hydrated biofilms or anaerobic samples)
• thin sectioning: 

– S embedded and microtomy
– cryofreezing and cryo-microtomy
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Method validation: tomography versus thin section

20 µm

5 µm

X-ray microtomography image STXM transmission image

SEM

Bougoure et al. in prep



Biofilms
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Organic matter form and distribution

substances during incubation of the EPS-Al hydroxide
complexes. Oxygen containing functional groups of bacte-
rial EPS, as well as the live bacterial cells themselves have
both been shown to form covalent, inner-sphere, bonds
via ligand exchange at hydroxylated mineral surfaces
(Omoike and Chorover, 2006; Parikh and Chorover, 2006).

While microbial growth contributed to the accretion of
organics on mineral surfaces, it also promoted the dissolu-
tion of mineral phases as evidenced by dissolved Al concen-
trations in the WEOM fraction that were several orders of
magnitude higher than would be expected for dissolved Al
in equilibrium with gibbsite (Lindsay, 1979; Heckman et al.,
2011). Both microbially-produced low molecular weight or-
ganic acids and dissolved organic compounds derived from
forest litter strongly increase rates of Al-bearing mineral
dissolution (Pohlman and McColl, 1988; Essington et al.,
2005), and the fate of dissolution products has important
ramifications for organic matter stabilization in soils. Dis-
solved Al may directly bond with carboxyl or phenolic
OH groups (Huang et al., 1977; Guan et al., 2006; Mikutta
et al., 2007), with dissolved anions in solution to form, e.g.,
Al(OH)2

+ and other species (Drabek et al., 2005), or may

form short-range-order minerals prior to ripening to more
crystalline solids (Hsu, 1989). Dissolved Al in the incubated
microcosms of this study took a variety of forms. DRIFT
spectra of the WEOM fractions showed evidence of both
carboxylate–Al3+ bonding and the presence of Al(OH)x

species, as evidenced by distortion of the carboxylate
stretch band at 1385 cm!1 and the presence of Al–OH
stretching bands at 3500 and 3530 cm!1. Aluminosilicate
precipitates and poorly ordered mineral phases were also
noted in SEM/EDS and XRD data of intermediate fraction
samples. These results indicate that dissolved Al bonded
with dissolved and solid state organic matter in a variety
of ways, yielding a diverse array of organo-metal and org-
ano-mineral complexes, each with constituent-specific inter-
molecular a!nities and, hence, preferred organic matter
fractionation patterns.

Though microbial activity undoubtedly influenced the
formation of organo-metal and organo-mineral complexes
throughout the incubation, our data suggests that the
molecular fractionation was dictated largely by abiotic fac-
tors, namely the surface chemistries of the mineral phases.
Surface properties of the intermediate fraction discussed

Fig. 6. STXM di"erence maps for carbon and aluminum of particles taken from the intermediate (A) and heavy (B) fraction (after 154 days of
incubation) as well as corresponding C K-edge NEXAFS spectra for selected C-rich regions (C). C K-edge peaks in panel C are identified as
(a) aromatic 1s-p*

C@C (285–285.3 eV), (b) phenolic and ketonic 1s-p*
C–O (285.8–287 eV), (c) aliphatic 1s-3p/r*

C–H (287–287.6 eV), (d)
carboxyl 1s-3p/r*

C–O and amide 1s-p*
C@O (288–288.5 eV), and (e) alkyl 1s-p*

C–O (288.9–289.2 eV) transitions (Cody et al., 1998, 2011;
Schumacher et al., 2005; Solomon et al., 2005).
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Figure 4 Identification of regions with spectral properties of total organic
carbon within a soil microassemblage from Nandi Forest (Kenya) determined
by NEXAFS in combination with STXM. a–c, Target maps from clusters obtained
by principle component analysis. d, Target map of total organic carbon.
e, Corresponding spectra (the fit for total organic carbon is indicated by a dotted
line). White regions in the target maps indicate areas that are well characterized by
the corresponding target spectrum.

In addition to the fact that the organic matter forms of
contrasting regions were significantly diVerent on a very fine spatial
scale, none of these regions was similar to the organic matter of
the entire soil (Figs 3 and 4d, Supplementary Information, Fig. S2).
This interpretation was not hampered by the fact that the STXM
analyses were done on isolated aggregates, as results from separated
density fractions using fluorescence yield for NEXAFS revealed
near-identical spectral features compared to the total soil with only
minor shifts in peak intensities (see Supplementary Information,
Figs S5,S6). In a reverse approach, the presence and location of
total organic matter forms (extracts were a valid proxy for total soil
organic matter as demonstrated by Supplementary Information,
Fig. S6) were tested by singular value decomposition. The absence
of intensely bright areas which would indicate the presence of the
target spectrum (in this case the total organic matter) and the poor
fit (Fig. 4d) confirm the assertion that organic matter forms of the
entire soil can on a very fine scale not be discerned in any region
of the investigated soil. Organic matter in soils may to a significant

extent consist of identifiable and distinct molecular forms such as
microbial and plant biopolymers not only in complex mixture1 but
in very complex spatial arrangements which as a sum correspond
to total organic matter but individually are very diVerent from the
molecular characteristics of total organic matter.

The implications of this fine spatial distinction between
individual regions and total organic matter can be easily
understood when looking at the contrasting properties of black
carbon and microbial organic matter. Black carbon is the residue of
incomplete combustion of organic matter21 and possesses entirely
diVerent spectral properties compared with microbial organic
matter as seen from our NEXAFS studies (compare Fig. 3g,h and
Fig. 4a,c indicative of microbial organic matter and black carbon,
respectively; for higher-resolution observation, see Supplementary
Information, Fig. S2d,e). Microbial carbon is characterized by
amide, carboxylic and aliphatic carbon forms with dominant
peaks between 287 and 289 eV (refs 14,17), whereas black carbon
is dominated by aromatic carbon with a prominent peak at
285 eV (ref. 13). Black carbon is spatially well separable on a
fine scale, because it mainly exists as discrete particles, whereas
microbial products are embedded in pore spaces and bound
to mineral surfaces (Figs 3 and 4). Therefore, as an example,
areas in soil characterized by black carbon will exhibit entirely
diVerent properties such as decomposability than those occupied
by microbial organic matter. In addition, interactions with diVerent
minerals will depend on co-location and forms of organic matter9

with implications for its stability because soil mineralogy can
significantly alter the turnover time of soil organic matter20. A
composite analysis will mask the resolution of these interactions
between organic matter and minerals or microorganisms. This
consideration does not only apply to black carbon but also to
other organic matter on various scales in the studied soils and
assemblages shown here, which seem to occupy distinct spaces and
have vastly diVering organic matter forms.

This assessment of the nanoscale distribution of organic
matter forms in soil does not render characterization of total
organic matter redundant. But it clearly shows the limitation of
integrated observations of a spatially complex mixture with very
distinct properties on a very fine scale as found in soils. An
interpretation of organic matter changes as a reaction to broad
shifts in environmental conditions (that is, vegetation, temperature,
management, soil type) is very useful as a starting point for
formulating hypotheses, but may benefit from spatial information
similar to that shown here for identifying processes of organic
matter cycling in soil, such as carbon stability, sequestration and
responses to a changing climate.

METHODS

Soil samples were collected from old-growth forests at Arnot on glacial till,
forming acid Dystrochrepts (42� 160 N, 76� 280 W); at McGowen on glacial
lake deposits, forming Dystrochrepts with pH 6 (in water) (42� 2604400 N and
76� 270200 W) both in New York State, USA; at Barro Colorado Island on
volcanic Caimito formation in Panama with Alfisols22 (9� 90 N, 79� 510 W); at
the Embrapa experimental station near Manaus, Brazil, on Tertiary sediments,
forming Hapludoxes23 (02� 5400200 S and 59� 5805500 W); in the Nandi area
on biotite-gneiss in western Kenya, forming Hapludoxes5 (00� 0403000 N and
34� 5803400 E); at the Franz Josef glacier on schist outwash in New Zealand24

(43�280 S and 169� 550 E).
Organic matter forms in each soil were determined by C (1s) NEXAFS

spectroscopy7. Measurements were done on total soil and density fractions
of the Kenyan soil, total organic matter extracts or intact sections of the
organomineral assemblage. The total soil, density fractions and organic matter
extracts were analysed using a fluorescence detector at the SGM beamline of
the Canadian Light Source. Intact soil microaggregate assemblages and organic
matter extracts were analysed on a scanning transmission X-ray microscope at
the X1A1 beamline of the National Synchrotron Light Source.
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Figure 2 Distribution of carbon contents and molecular forms in a soil microassemblage from Nandi Forest (Kenya) determined by NEXAFS in combination with
STXM. a, Total carbon (subtraction of energy region at 280–282 eV from 290–292 eV). b, Aromatic carbon (subtraction of energy region at 280–282 eV from 284–286 eV).
c, Aliphatic carbon (subtraction of energy region at 284–286 eV from 287.3–287.8 eV). d, Carboxyl carbon (subtraction of energy region at 284–286 eV from 288–289 eV).
e, Phenolic carbon (subtraction of energy region at 284–286 eV from 286.4–287.4 eV). f, Cluster map of carbon forms (clusters are shown separately with their spectra
in Fig. 3).

information is lost by investigating only organic matter forms of the
entire soil or not recognizing a specific spatial location of individual
types of biopolymer.

The in situ investigation of fine-scale spatial heterogeneity
of soil organic matter forms has mainly been hampered by the
lack of appropriate analytical capabilities4–6,11. Near-edge X-ray
fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy provides a new view
when coupled to scanning transmission X-ray microscopy7,12

(STXM) and has oVered valuable insight into organic carbon
forms associated with particulate organic matter of marine
origin11, individual particles extracted from soil by water4, black
carbon particles13,14 and individual pores within microaggregates5,6.
However, the spatial arrangement of organic carbon forms across
entire microaggregates has not been shown, which was obtained
here by STXM in combination with soil preparation that preserves
the spatial assemblage of the soil (see the Methods section).

Using NEXAFS spectroscopy, we found the organic carbon
forms to be remarkably similar between acid or calcareous forest
soil in North America, Panama, Brazil, Kenya or New Zealand

(Fig. 1). These resembled spectral properties of organic matter
extracted from forest soil in Germany4 or clay fractions of Ethiopian
forest soils15. Even organic matter extracts from soils at diVerent
stages of degradation have shown identical peak positions and
comparable peak intensities of C (1s) NEXAFS spectra16 which
suggest similarity in organic carbon forms.

In stark contrast to the similarity in organic carbon forms
between soil from very diVerent environments, diVerent spatially
distinct regions within any given soil showed highly variable
carbon functional group composition on scales of nano- and
micrometres (Fig. 2; and Supplementary Information, Figs S1–S3).
Spotty regions that were rich in aromatic carbon ring structures
(284–286 eV, Fig. 2b) contrasted with a distribution of aliphatic
carbon (287.3–287.8 eV, Fig. 2c) forming a network along
pore structures. Similar to aliphatic carbon, regions rich in
carboxylic/amide (288–289 eV, Fig. 2d) and phenolic/pyrimidine
or imidazole carbon (286.4–287.4 eV, Fig. 2e) were found
throughout the microstructure, yet with clear agglomeration.
Compounds with corresponding organic carbon forms occupied
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information is lost by investigating only organic matter forms of the
entire soil or not recognizing a specific spatial location of individual
types of biopolymer.

The in situ investigation of fine-scale spatial heterogeneity
of soil organic matter forms has mainly been hampered by the
lack of appropriate analytical capabilities4–6,11. Near-edge X-ray
fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy provides a new view
when coupled to scanning transmission X-ray microscopy7,12

(STXM) and has oVered valuable insight into organic carbon
forms associated with particulate organic matter of marine
origin11, individual particles extracted from soil by water4, black
carbon particles13,14 and individual pores within microaggregates5,6.
However, the spatial arrangement of organic carbon forms across
entire microaggregates has not been shown, which was obtained
here by STXM in combination with soil preparation that preserves
the spatial assemblage of the soil (see the Methods section).

Using NEXAFS spectroscopy, we found the organic carbon
forms to be remarkably similar between acid or calcareous forest
soil in North America, Panama, Brazil, Kenya or New Zealand

(Fig. 1). These resembled spectral properties of organic matter
extracted from forest soil in Germany4 or clay fractions of Ethiopian
forest soils15. Even organic matter extracts from soils at diVerent
stages of degradation have shown identical peak positions and
comparable peak intensities of C (1s) NEXAFS spectra16 which
suggest similarity in organic carbon forms.

In stark contrast to the similarity in organic carbon forms
between soil from very diVerent environments, diVerent spatially
distinct regions within any given soil showed highly variable
carbon functional group composition on scales of nano- and
micrometres (Fig. 2; and Supplementary Information, Figs S1–S3).
Spotty regions that were rich in aromatic carbon ring structures
(284–286 eV, Fig. 2b) contrasted with a distribution of aliphatic
carbon (287.3–287.8 eV, Fig. 2c) forming a network along
pore structures. Similar to aliphatic carbon, regions rich in
carboxylic/amide (288–289 eV, Fig. 2d) and phenolic/pyrimidine
or imidazole carbon (286.4–287.4 eV, Fig. 2e) were found
throughout the microstructure, yet with clear agglomeration.
Compounds with corresponding organic carbon forms occupied
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Figure 3 Characterization of organic carbon forms at different regions within a soil microassemblage from Nandi Forest (Kenya) determined by NEXAFS in
combination with STXM. a–k, Spatial distribution of different clusters (a–j) and corresponding spectra (k) from principle component analysis.

distinct regions within the soil microassemblage as revealed
by principle component and cluster analysis of the entire
spectral properties (Fig. 2f). These spectral properties varied
to a great extent either showing characteristic peaks indicative
of phenolic, aliphatic and carboxylic/amide carbon (Fig. 3i,j),
aliphatic and carboxylic/amide carbon (Fig. 3e–g) or aromatic
carbon (Fig. 3h). The combination of peak positions and
intensities suggests that several carbon-rich regions be identified
as altered plant material (Fig. 3j, compare with Supplementary
Information, Fig. S4), microorganisms and their metabolites
(Fig. 3g, compare with Lawrence et al.17 and Liang et al.14) or
black carbon forms (Fig. 3h, compare with Lehmann et al.13).
On a finer scale (50 nm resolution), these diVerences are
even more pronounced and provide a clear indication for
distinct organic matter forms such as microbial matter
(see Supplementary Information, Figs S1,S2). With advances in
X-ray focusing, a spatial resolution of 10 nm seems achievable in
the near future.

Several pieces of evidence explain this extremely heterogeneous
distribution of organic matter forms on a scale of nanometres.

Microorganisms have shown a non-uniform and rather
cluster-forming distribution in soil as a response to their habitat18.
Despite the large number of about 1012 bacteria in 1 g of soil,
only far less than 1% of the soil surface area is covered with
microbes3, as they inhabit only very small and distinct spaces
in soil. Consequently, the area aVected by microorganisms at
any given time is small, and modifies the carbon forms in its
immediate environment for example through the production
of extracellular polysaccharides19. In addition, the soil aggregate
and pore architecture may influence organic matter distribution.
For example, organic matter filling micrometre-size pores within
aggregates was found to be chemically distinct from coatings
of mineral domains5. DiVerent forms of organic matter may
bind to diVerent mineral surfaces9 and some minerals such as
short-range-order minerals are able to bind more organic material
than others20. Finally, the chemical persistence of organic matter
entering the soil carbon pool may vary to a large extent, yielding
spatially distinct regions of also chemically dissimilar organic
matter forms such as in the case of particulate black carbon
(Fig. 4c), which can remain in soils for very long periods of time21.
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information is lost by investigating only organic matter forms of the
entire soil or not recognizing a specific spatial location of individual
types of biopolymer.

The in situ investigation of fine-scale spatial heterogeneity
of soil organic matter forms has mainly been hampered by the
lack of appropriate analytical capabilities4–6,11. Near-edge X-ray
fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy provides a new view
when coupled to scanning transmission X-ray microscopy7,12

(STXM) and has oVered valuable insight into organic carbon
forms associated with particulate organic matter of marine
origin11, individual particles extracted from soil by water4, black
carbon particles13,14 and individual pores within microaggregates5,6.
However, the spatial arrangement of organic carbon forms across
entire microaggregates has not been shown, which was obtained
here by STXM in combination with soil preparation that preserves
the spatial assemblage of the soil (see the Methods section).

Using NEXAFS spectroscopy, we found the organic carbon
forms to be remarkably similar between acid or calcareous forest
soil in North America, Panama, Brazil, Kenya or New Zealand

(Fig. 1). These resembled spectral properties of organic matter
extracted from forest soil in Germany4 or clay fractions of Ethiopian
forest soils15. Even organic matter extracts from soils at diVerent
stages of degradation have shown identical peak positions and
comparable peak intensities of C (1s) NEXAFS spectra16 which
suggest similarity in organic carbon forms.

In stark contrast to the similarity in organic carbon forms
between soil from very diVerent environments, diVerent spatially
distinct regions within any given soil showed highly variable
carbon functional group composition on scales of nano- and
micrometres (Fig. 2; and Supplementary Information, Figs S1–S3).
Spotty regions that were rich in aromatic carbon ring structures
(284–286 eV, Fig. 2b) contrasted with a distribution of aliphatic
carbon (287.3–287.8 eV, Fig. 2c) forming a network along
pore structures. Similar to aliphatic carbon, regions rich in
carboxylic/amide (288–289 eV, Fig. 2d) and phenolic/pyrimidine
or imidazole carbon (286.4–287.4 eV, Fig. 2e) were found
throughout the microstructure, yet with clear agglomeration.
Compounds with corresponding organic carbon forms occupied
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Imaging life in a soil microhabitat: a wish list

ü spatial relationship of organic matter, 
nutrients  minerals, and microbes 

üOrganic matter chemistry and residence 
time  (?)

ümineral form and reactivity

? activity and function of microbes 

? quantifiable, scalable parameters

X-ray Microprobe

Bulk XAS

STXM/NEXAFS

FISH and
NanoSIMS



Challenges

• Beam damage
• Access limited
• Relatively low throughput
• Travel costs
• Sample preparation
• Sensitivity 
• Spectral and image processing not trivial 
• Data processing requires specialized (user “unfriendly”) 

software 



A word on radiation damage

• Photo reduction of redox active elements (e.g., Mn)
• Chemical alteration of organic samples (soil organic 

matter, microbes, …)

begins. These scans take on the order of 7e10 min due to the time required
to move optical components and operate with a duty cycle (time spent
acquiring data over the time that the sample is exposed to the beam) of
approximately 50%. In slew scan mode, the optics and detectors are run
continuously, and data is streamed to a database buffer during the scan’s
collection time. Real-time monochromator encoder feedback is included
in the exported dataset so that after the scan is complete, the stream of
data can be parsed into energy-resolved bins and output as a data !le. For
this technique to be feasible, detector and encoder output must be acquired
rapidly and ampli!ed cleanly. In practice, the signal to noise ratio is low, and
many slew scans must be recorded and averaged for a single sample. To
minimize radiation dose each scan is recorded on a fresh spot using a robotic
sample manipulator. Multiple slew scans are then combined, averaged, and
normalized. Figure 6 shows a comparison between multiple summed and
averaged slew scans (n ! 60) and a single step scan of 10% citric acid

Figure 6 Comparison of a single 10 min step scan to the average of 60 slew scans of
20 s on fresh sample spots of ca. 10% citric acid in Al2O3. Radiation-induced artifacts
are evident in the step scan.

14 Adam W. Gillespie et al.



synchrotron based X-ray spectroscopy and 
imaging

• Molecular characterization of 
reactivity and availability of 
biogeochemically critical elements 
(speciation, oxidation state, and 
coordination). 

• Suitable for almost any element of 
interest

• Bulk sample analysis without 
pretreatments (e.g., physical, 
chemical,…).

• Imaging can reveal spatial 
associations between roots, 
organic matter, microbes, and 
minerals.

• Scales from nano- to centimeters

Figure 17 Spatial distribution of microorganisms at different locations in the soil pro-
!le. Under unsaturated conditions, bacteria are restricted to the thin water !lm around
particles in smaller pores, while !lamentous fungi are less dependent on hydration con-
ditions and occupy larger pores. Spatially separated microbial colonies of a few cells
embedded in extracellular polymeric substances and attached to solid surfaces are
typical, which brings about a low motility and a high phylogenetic diversity. Whereas
the rhizosphere is a hot spot of microbial activity, the number of microorganisms in
the subsoil is considerably lower than in the topsoil. Under water saturated conditions,
the spatial distribution of microorganisms is not well investigated. We assume that a
planktonic lifestyle, as well as bio!lm formation, is possible. Bacteria are no longer
restricted to smaller pores and fungi become less abundant. Motility and advective
transport of microorganisms increase and the lower spatial isolation between popula-
tions leads to a lower diversity.

Mineral–Organic Associations 73
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From molecular to ecosystem scales

STXMmap covers a 5 mm ! 5 mm spot (roughly 1 pixel of the microprobe)
in detail suf!cient to observe microbial colonization of defect sites on Fe
(III)-rich particles.

Synchrotron-based studies are advantageous because they require little
sample preparation before measurement. There are, however, several chal-
lenges that have limited the adoption of this technique for soil and environ-
mental samples. First of all, chemical speciation on environmental samples
should ideally be conducted at ambient moisture and gas pressure/compo-
sition, and at dilute concentrations. The current widespread practice of
bulk soft X-ray spectroscopy requires samples to be under vacuum, which
require them to be dry and pulverized. Next, elements in environmental
samples are typically present at concentrations nearing detection limits and
model systems with higher concentrations suffer from saturation effects.
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(mm spot size)
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(5 !m spot size)

STXM Imaging
(25 nm spot size)

Speciation-based
Management Decision

Figure 2 Soft X-ray synchrotron techniques are relevant at many scales. Many !eld
samples can be analyzed on bulk beamlines, microscale distribution can be accessed
at microprobe beamlines, and nanoscale distribution and speciation are accessed at
X-ray microscopy beamlines. In this experiment, the bulk Fe L-edge X-ray measure-
ments on the right were performed with a beam roughly 1 mm ! 0.1 mm. The micro-
probe (bottom) shows the distribution of Fe over the same sample at 0.5 mm ! 0.5 mm
total image size with 5 mm resolution. The scanning transmission X-ray microscope
(STXM) image (left) covers a 5 mm ! 5 mm spot (roughly 1 pixel of the microprobe) in
detail suf!cient to observe microbial colonization of defect sites on Fe (III)-rich particles.

6 Adam W. Gillespie et al.
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From molecular to ecosystem scales

STXMmap covers a 5 mm ! 5 mm spot (roughly 1 pixel of the microprobe)
in detail suf!cient to observe microbial colonization of defect sites on Fe
(III)-rich particles.
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detail suf!cient to observe microbial colonization of defect sites on Fe (III)-rich particles.
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Terms and nomenclature

• XAS = X-ray absorption spectroscopy
• XAFS = X-ray absorption fine structure
• NEXAFS = near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure
• XANES = X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy
• XRF = X-ray fluorescence
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A word on radiation damage

• Photo reduction of redox active elements (e.g., Mn)
• Chemical alteration of organic samples (soil organic 

matter, microbes, …)

begins. These scans take on the order of 7e10 min due to the time required
to move optical components and operate with a duty cycle (time spent
acquiring data over the time that the sample is exposed to the beam) of
approximately 50%. In slew scan mode, the optics and detectors are run
continuously, and data is streamed to a database buffer during the scan’s
collection time. Real-time monochromator encoder feedback is included
in the exported dataset so that after the scan is complete, the stream of
data can be parsed into energy-resolved bins and output as a data !le. For
this technique to be feasible, detector and encoder output must be acquired
rapidly and ampli!ed cleanly. In practice, the signal to noise ratio is low, and
many slew scans must be recorded and averaged for a single sample. To
minimize radiation dose each scan is recorded on a fresh spot using a robotic
sample manipulator. Multiple slew scans are then combined, averaged, and
normalized. Figure 6 shows a comparison between multiple summed and
averaged slew scans (n ! 60) and a single step scan of 10% citric acid

Figure 6 Comparison of a single 10 min step scan to the average of 60 slew scans of
20 s on fresh sample spots of ca. 10% citric acid in Al2O3. Radiation-induced artifacts
are evident in the step scan.
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